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The focus of this talk is to evaluate the automatic estimation of the in-
tensity and valence of perceived emotions in music and speech using 
acoustic/psychoacoustic descriptors and information about the phy-
siological states induced in the listeners. In a behavioural study collec-
ted time-continuous ratings of emotions perceived in full music pieces 
and long speech excerpts, using a computer interface which modelled 
emotion on two dimensions (arousal and valence). Additionally, we 
measured several physiological parameters (respiration, heart rate, 
skin conductance, skin temperature, and blood pressure) while liste-
ning to each stimulus. Regression experiments with Recurrent Neural 
Networks were then conducted to model multiple relationhips between 
self-reported emotions, physiological activity and psychoacoustic fea-
tures. Results show that psychoacoustic features alone are generally 
better predictors of arousal and valence compared to physiological in-
dicators. Furthermore, most physiological indicators analyzed can be 
predicted with good accuracy from acoustic/psychoacoustic features. 
Taken together the results suggest that music and speech signals 
can trigger physiological activity related to emotional processing.
